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Queries and Tables - Answering Questions 
with Your Data 
Course Length: 16 hrs ArcGIS Version: 10.x 

Overview 

Tables are an integral part of GIS. Most GIS users know how to view attribute tables, but are 

not aware of the advanced queries and calculations that can be done with tables. This class is 

designed to teach you how to make tables work harder for you. Learn how to make complex 

queries that can be re-used and shared. See how to manipulate tables to integrate information 

without making changes to the tables. Learn tips and tricks to populating an attribute with a 

calculation or advanced function, like incrementing values. Discover the possibilities hidden 

beneath the simple columns and rows that make up a table. 

Audience 

This course is for those who are already comfortable with the basics of ArcGIS and want to 

learn more about working with tables in ArcGIS. 

Topics Covered 

Day 1 

 Table Basics – Navigate inside tables, sort attributes, and change a table’s 

appearance. (Table navigation; Table display options; Attribute data types; Layer 

properties for tables) 

 SQL Syntax – Learn the basic SQL syntax used to write queries, as well as how to 

combine multiple queries into one, how to use wildcards. (SQL ABCs; Complex 

queries; Querying with functions) 

 Selecting Features – Select features on your map by clicking on them, write queries 

to select features based on attributes, or select features based on their location 

relative to other features. Perform analysis using only the selected features. 

(Selection techniques; Interactive selection; Select by attribute; Select by location; 

Selection tips and tricks) 

 Table Edits – Add columns to an attribute table, add XY coordinates to tables for 

point features on your map, use the Field Calculator to calculate values for attribute 
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fields, set up and view hyperlinks and attachments. (Manual edits; Calculate 

geometry; Field calculator; Hyperlinks and HTML popups; Tools for table QA/QC) 

Day 2 

 Table Relationships – Join tables together based on spatial location or attributes to 

see information from both tables together. Relate tables together so that when a 

record is selected in one table, it is also selected in the related table. (Joins; Relates; 

Spatial joins) 

 Complex Expressions - Create more complex queries to get rid of case sensitivity in 

selections, trim leading or trailing spaces or zeros, query dates, and do complex 

calculations in the field calculator. (Advanced SQL queries; Querying dates; 

Advanced field calculations) 

 Table Tools, Tips, and Tricks – Create tables, set up SDE connections, bring Excel 

worksheets into ArcMap, calculate statistics, place points on a map from XY or 

Lat/Long data in a table, and store locations along a line without breaking the line 

into multiple features. (Connecting to database tables; Reading Excel data; Table 

tools; Linear referencing) 

 Table Output – Attach XY locations to addresses, create graphs and reports, print 

tables, and export attribute tables to other table types. (Displaying locations; 

Graphs; Reports; Printing and exporting) 

Format 

In-person instruction with hands-on practice, and course materials you can keep. 

Prerequisites and Recommendations 

Students should have knowledge of Microsoft Windows® and be familiar with the basic use of 

ArcGIS, including the topics covered in either the Fundamentals of ArcGIS or ArcGIS Desktop I 

classes. 


